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See The Mask of Red Death (Ambiguity) for other uses of short stories by American author Edgar Allan Poe. Harry Clarke's Painting on the Mask of Red Death, 1919 Author Edgar Allan Poe Original Title Red Death Mask: Fantasy Country United American English Genre (s) Gothic novel, horror publisher Graham's
magazine publication date May 1842 Red Death Mask (originally published as Red Death Mask: Fantasy) is a short story by American author Edgar Olan Foran, first published in 1842. The story follows Prince Prospero's attempts to avoid a dangerous epidemic known as red death, hiding in his monastery. He, along with
many other wealthy aristocrats, hosts masked balls in the monastery's seven rooms, each decorated in a different color. In the middle of their revelation, a mysterious figure disguised as a victim of red death comes in and makes his way through each room. Prospero dies after encountering this stranger, and his costume
turns out to contain something tangible in it. Guests also die one after another. Poe's story follows many traditions of Gothic fiction and is often analyzed as an analogy to the ineanity of death, but some critics advise against fable reading. As well as many other interpretations, attempts have been presented to identify the
true nature of the agonizozo disease. The story was first published in Graham magazine in May 1842 and has since been applied in many forms, including a 1964 film starring Vincent Price. Poe's short stories have also been referred to as other works in various types of media. A summary picture of Prince Prospero's
plot in the face of Arthur Rackham's red death, the 1935 story takes place at Castellagi Monastery in Prospero, a happy, poor and merciful prince. Prospero and 1,000 other aristocrats sought refuge in this walled monastery to escape the terrible plague of red death, a terrible symptom that swept the land. The victim is
overcome by sharp pain, sudden dizziness, tightened bleeding from the pores and dies within half an hour. Prospero and his court are indifferent to the suffering of the population. They plan to wait behind the walls of a safe haven for the end of an extravagant and safe epidemic while welding closed doors. Prospero is
holding a masked tinge to entertain guests in the monastery's seven-colored room one night. Each of the first six rooms is decorated and illuminated in a specific color of blue, purple, green, orange, white and purple. The last room is decorated in black and illuminated with scarlet light, a deep color cast from stained glass
windows. Due to this cold-coloured pairing, it's almost brave enough for guests to venture into the seventh room. In this room stands a large ebony clock that turns ominously. Every hour everyone stops talking or dancing, and the orchestra stops playing. When charming stops, everyone immediately restarts the mask. At
the chimes of midnight, onlookers and Prospero found a figure in a dark, blood-popped gown resembling a funeral cover. The mask in the picture resembles the hard face of the carcass and indicates the characteristics of red death. Badly insulted, Prospero demanded to know the identity of the mysterious guest so they
could hang him. Guests were so afraid to approach the painting that they let it pass through 6 rooms. The prince cornered the guest in the seventh room chasing him with a painted dagger. When the picture confronted him, the prince burst into sharp crying and died. Furious and terrified onlookers stream into the black
room, forcibly removing masks and robes, terrorizing that there is nothing underneath. Only then do they realize that the costumes are empty and that all guests are succumbing to the disease. The last line of the story was that darkness and corruption and red death held apparent dominance over everything. Analytical
illustration by Aubrey Beardsley, 1894-1895. In the first Gothic novel, Horace Walpole's Mask of the Red Death at The Castle of Otranto, Poe adopts many of the customs of traditional Gothic fiction, including the castle setting. [1] Multiple single-tone rooms can represent the human mind, showing different personality
types. Images of blood and time also represent body reality. Epidemics can, in fact, represent typical properties of human life and death. [2] This suggests that the whole story is a parable of a person's futile attempts to prevent death (a generally accepted interpretation). [3]:137 But there is much debate about how to
interpret the red death mask. Some suggest it is not fable, especially since Poe acknowledged his aversion to lessons in literature. [3]:134 If the story is really moral, Poe does not explicitly state it in the text. [4] The blood and red highlighted throughout the story are double symbols of both death and life. This is
highlighted by masked figures - never explicitly stated that it was red death, but just onlookers in red death costumes - making their initial appearance in the east room in blue, a colour most often associated with birth. [3]:141 Prospero's castle is to prevent disease, but ultimately it is a repressive structure. The labyrinthine
design and tall, narrow windows have become almost burlesque in the last black room, suppressing that few companies were bold enough to set foot within the zone. [5] In addition, the castle is meant as an enclosed space, yet strangers sneaking inside, suggesting that control is an illusion. [6] Like many of Po's stories,
the Red Death Mask was interpreted as an autobiography. From this perspective, Prince Prospero is Poe as a wealthy young man who is part of a prominent family like Allens, Poe's foster parents. In accordance with this interpretation, Poe seeks refuge from the dangers of the outside world, and describing himself as
the only person who wants to confront strangers symbolizes Poe's hastening about the inevitable dangers in his life. [7] Prospero is also the name of a character central to William Shakespeare's storm. [8] The disease red death is fiction. Poe explains that it promotes sharp pain, sudden dizziness, and bleeding from the
pores, and then leads to death within half an hour. When Poe's wife, Virginia, was written, the disease may have been inspired by tuberculosis (or as it is then known). Like Prince Prospero, Poe tried to ignore the terminal nature of the disease. [9] Poe's mother Eliza, brother William, and foster mother Frances also died
of tuberculosis. Alternatively, red death can refer to cholera. Poe witnessed cholera fever in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1831. [10] Others suggested that the epidemic was actually an epidemic, highlighted by the climax of a story featuring a red death in a black room. [11] One writer likens it to the description of viral
hemorrhagic fever or necrotizing fasciitis. [12] It has also been suggested that red death is no disease or disease but weakness (like the original sin) is essentially shared by all of humanity. [3]:139-140 Published History first appeared in Graham's magazine, May 1842 (Vol. XX)), the first published in the Philadelphia Poe
as Graham's Ladies and Gentlemen magazine's May 1842 issue of Red Death Mask, tagline fantasy. This first publication earned him $12. [13] The revised version was now released in the July 19, 1845 edition of the Broadway Journal under the standard title The Mask of red death. [14] The original title highlights the
picture at the end of the story; The new title highlights a ball wearing a mask. [15] Adapted audio adaptation Basil Rasbourne read the entire short story from his Caedmon LP, recording the story of Edgar Allan Poe's story (early 1960s). Other audiobook recordings included Christopher Lee, Heard Hadfield, Martin
Donegan and Gabriel Byrne as readers. The story was dramated by George Lowther for the broadcast of Carl Swenson and Stedz Cotswolds, who appeared at the CBS Radio Mystery Theatre (January 10, 1975). Music was played by Winniford Phillips, who read and composed radio. The program was partly produced
by Winnie Waldron. National Public Radio Story of the American Masters Series. In Eros Ramizotti's song Lettera al futuro (Letters to the Future), his 1996 album Dove c'è musica reinterprets the epidemic mentioned in the story without mentioning a specific character or name in a simplified form without obscuring aids,
and ends with the singer's hopes of being delivered to a fictional unborn child. [16] Many adaptations of the story have been made in the realm of classical music, but composer Jason Mulligan's concert drama of the same title is the only known setting that uses Poe's story unchanged as a whole. [17] In 1952, a comic
was #4 The Face of Death in a strange world. Adaptation and art was by Bill Everett. In 1952, Charlton Comics published The Red #2 in 1952. Adaptation and art was by Bob Forgione. In 1960, Editora Continental (Brazil) published mascara da morte #9 in the classic terror series. Adaptation and art by Manoel Pereira. It
was reprinted by editor #11 Vecica of the album Classicos de Terror #6 (1974) and Spectro Terrorism (1978). In 1961, Marvel published a party that went to a #83, along with Steve Dicko's story and art. It was reprinted by #1 (Brazil), edited by #16 in the #16 Chamber with Almanac Fantastic Aventuras (1973) (1975). In
1964, Del Comics published Frank Springer's 1964 film The Mask of Red Death. In 1967, Warren Comics published #12 Red Death Mask, an eerie story. The adaptation was by Archie Goodwin, Art by Tom Sutton. This version has been reprinted several times. In 1967, Editora Taika released the album classic de terror
#3 mascara da Morte Lubra. Adapted by Francisco de Asis, .B. Rosa and Nico Rosso. This was reprinted in the Almanak classic #15 Terror Act (1976). In 1969, Marvel published Dark Room#2 Red Death Day. Adapted by Roy Thomas, Art by Don Heck. This was reprinted #4 Of La Presa (Mexico) and The Chamber of
Darkness Special #1 (1972) in El Enterador 1970. In 1972, Milan Libre Edigioni (Italy) published #91 La Mashera della Mote Rosa in Linus. Adaptation and art was by Dino Bataglia. This was reprinted several times with Corto Malta#7 (1988). In 1974, Skywald published #20 Mask of Red Death in Psycho. Adapted by Al
Hewetson, art by Ricardo Villa Monte. This was #50 By Garbo (Spain) and Red Death Mask and other stories #1 (1988) in Vampire Diaries (1975). In 1975, Warren published Shadows#70 Creepy. Adapted by Richard (Rich) Magopoulos, Art by Richard Coben. The story is The Shadow of Poe: Parable, Not the Mask of
Red Death It has been changed to incorporate elements of it. This has been reprinted several times. In 1975, Charlton published #22 Haunted Disease. Adapted by Britton Bloom, Art by Wayne Howard. This was #45 by Rio Graffica editor Globo (portugal) #1 (1979) and Fetish 1979 (1979). In 1975, Ediaton Ursus (Spain)
published #17 La Mascara de la Muerte Roja in Macabro. Art: Francisco Agras In 1979, Bloch Editors S.A. (Brazil) published #12 Mascara da Morte Lubra in Aventuras Macabras. Works by Delmir E. Narutoxde, art by Flavio Colin. In 1982, TrollAssociates published the Red Death Mask as a children's book. Adapted by
David E. Cutts, Art by John Grass. In 1982, Warren published The Mask of Red Death in Vampire #110. Adapted by Rich Magopoulos, the art of Rafael Aura Leon. I reprinted this job several times. In 1984, Editora Valenciana (Spain) published sos #1 La Mascara de la Muerte Roja. Adapted and arted by A.L. Pareza. In
1985, Edigioni Editme (Italy) published La Mask de la Morte Rouge in Quattro Incubier. Adaptation and art was by Alberto Brech. I reprinted this job several times. In 1987, Kitchen Synchlers Press published Death Rattle v.2 #13 the Red Death Mask. Daryl Hutchinson's adaptation and art. In 1988, The Last Wirth
published Steve Reialoha's American adaptation of Strip AIDS and The Mask of Red Death in Art. In 1995, Mojo Press published The Mask of Red Death in Strange Business. Adaptation of Eric Burnham, Art by Ted Naipe. In 1999, Alvin Michel – Laeco de Savannes (France) published Le Chate Newar de la Mascara de
la Muerte Roja. Horacio Lalia's adaptation and art was Horacio Lalia. I reprinted this job several times. In 2004, Eureka Productions published #1 death mask in the graphic classic 1997 and Edgar Allan Poe (2th edition). David Pomplun's adaptation, The Art of the Stanley W. Show. This was reprinted in the third edition
(2006), and in the graphic classic #21: The Mystery Story of Edgar Allan Poe (2011). 2008, Go! Media Entertainment has announced Wendy Finney's Red Death Mask. Adaptation and art by Wendy Finney. This version is an erotic, science fiction illustration webcomic set in a technical future. Move! The media also
published in the first third print of the graphic novel. In 2011, Warp Graphics posted a full 400-page volume. In 2008, The Stirling Press published The Mask of Red Death in Nevermore (illustrated classic): a graphic take on a short story by Edgar Allan Poe. Adapted by Adam Prosser, Art by Eric Rangel. In 2013, the Dark
Horse comics published The Mask of Red Death in Crows and Red Death. Adaptation and art by Richard Coben. This was reprinted in Soul of the Dead (2014). In the spring of 2017, Udon Entertainment's comic book classic line published the story of Edgar Allen. Includes a cartoon format adaptation of The Mask of Red
Death. [18] The story of the film dramat was dramated by Roger Corman in the film The Mask of Red Death (1964), starring Vincent Price. Koeman did not make or direct a remake of the 1989 film starring Adrian Paul as Prince Prospero. [15] Koeman raised prince Prospero's voice in the red death mask of Raoul
Garcia's animated anthology Extraordinary Story (2015). China's Huayi Brothers Media and CKF Pictures have announced plans to produce Akira Kurosawa's film production, The Mask of Red Death, in 2017. [19] In the pop culture main article: The Mask of the Red Death in Popular Culture, also see the novel Portal Val
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